
Many couples find
themselves bombarded
with questions the
moment they become
engaged, and perhaps
no question is more

common than, “When is
the wedding?”

Although a number of
couples would prefer to bask in
the excitement of their
engagement, some couples feel
pressured to rush into picking a
wedding date. Choosing a
wedding date without giving it
much consideration may make
things more difficult down the
road. Rather than jumping head
first into any decisions, couples
should give thought to any and
all dates and decide if there are
certain times of the year they
want to tie the knot or avoid.

Season
When thinking about

potential wedding dates, it helps
to have a place to start. Some
couples find it helpful to start
with a particular season and
then narrow it down from
there. Decide if you prefer the
lush greenery of summer or the
amazing color spectrum of an
autumn afternoon. Perhaps you
envision arriving at the
ceremony with a snow-packed
landscape amid twinkling
holiday lights? Think about the
season when you feel most
happy and then determine if
that time of year is doable.

Month
Certain months may seem

perfect, but not for busy
professionals or those with
limited vacation time at their
disposal. For example, early
spring may not be good for
accountants tallying year-end
numbers. Teachers may feel
most comfortable tying the knot
in the summer when they
already have days off. If you
run a pool business or a lawn
maintenance company, then
the summer might not be so
good. Keep these factors in
mind.

Holidays
Some people would like to

tie their wedding day to a
particular holiday. Valentine’s
Day is popular for weddings
thanks to the romantic
sentiments synonymous with
the holiday, while some couples
prefer Halloween or Christmas
weddings. Holiday weddings
can be exciting, but they also
produce significant obstacles
that couples who choose to get
married during other times of
year don’t have to worry about.
Guests may not want to travel
or spend time away from their
families to attend a holiday
wedding. Having a wedding
during a holiday may mean
competing for vendors and
reception spaces. Prices on
everything from food to flowers
to airline tickets could be higher
as vendors cash in on customer
demand.

Day of the week
It’s less expensive for

couples to get married on
Fridays and Sundays than
Saturday afternoons or
evenings. Couples may think
that the money saved will be
well worth it, but they also
should think about how this
decision may affect their guests.
A Friday wedding requires
people to take off from work or

school. Sunday weddings may
be slightly more convenient, but
those who have to get back to
work on Monday may be tired
from late-night festivities.
Couples should anticipate some
guests not making it to their
weddings when those weddings
are not on Saturdays.

Religious constraints
Couples having religious

ceremonies should consult with
their houses of worship as to
which dates are acceptable.
Some will not have weddings
on days of religious observation.
It is wise to consult with a
church, synagogue or mosque
before booking any other
components of the wedding so
that you are certain your
chosen day is acceptable.

Any available dates
Your wedding date may be

dictated by your caterer or
wedding hall. If you have a
particular venue in mind, you
may be limited by their
availability. This is a concession
you will need to make if your
heart is set on this particular
location.

Planning a wedding
can be exciting. But the
ball cannot get
rolling until
couples first
choose
the day
they will
tie the knot.  

Choosing 
a wedding 
date wisely
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